Trainer Interns
(Student Training in Generic Skills, STEM ...)

Ever dream of training and inspiring young people?
Planning for a PGDE or a training position in the future?

---

**Toby (EdUHK)**
started internship: Sep 2018

"In these few months, I went to different secondary schools and equipped students with generic skills. Every moment that I was with the students are precious. Before, I usually felt nervous in presenting something in front of others. Now, I feel confident once I take the mic. Presenting something in front of others is never scary, the only scary thing is the imagination."

---

**JoJo (HKU)**
started internship: Jun 2018

"The experience of working as an intern at Edvenue is undoubtedly a rewarding and fruitful experience. As a non-education major student, these six months have not only given me an insight about the school sector, but also precious classroom experiences. I have never thought that I would be able to acquire before my graduation. During the time, I have conducted plenty of workshops and courses in numerous secondary schools. Looking back to the first day of work, I am absolutely amazed by how this half year has moulded me into a more confident public speaker as well as given me clear career insights.

If you expect an internship sitting at the office desk doing data-entry and photocopying for the entire summer, this might not be suitable for you. If you are passionate about helping students and wish to spend your time and effort training and inspiring others, this internship is what you should go for."

---

**Connie (HKU)**
started internship: Sep 2018

"This internship has enabled me to experience training in different local schools, thus enhancing my flexibility and skills in training. Furthermore, it is very meaningful to equip students with some knowledge and skills in a career exploring that might not be fully addressed in normal lessons. This helps in bridging the gap between actual classroom learning and students' need to learn important life skills."

---

**Toby (EdUHK)**
started internship: Sep 2018

"In these few months, I went to different secondary schools and equipped students with generic skills. Every moment that I was with the students are precious. Before, I usually felt nervous in presenting something in front of others. Now, I feel confident once I take the mic. Presenting something in front of others is never scary, the only scary thing is the imagination."